
Keeping Children Safe in Education (KCSIE) 
and Lightspeed Systems®
Lightspeed Systems helps schools, colleges, LA’s and trusts meet the online safety criteria of the 
statutory KCSIE guidance released by the Department for Education. Our cloud-based solutions 
give staff the mechanisms necessary to safeguard and promote the welfare of students. 

• Online Safety - The KCSIE guidance states that “It is essential that children are safeguarded from 
potentially harmful and inappropriate online material.” Lightspeed Systems provides schools and 
colleges with education-specific safeguarding tools helping to address the four main areas of risk 
referenced in the guidance with regards to online safety:  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Filtering and Monitoring - KCSIE requires schools and colleges to have “appropriate filters and 
monitoring systems in place” whilst taking into account the amount of students, age range and 
frequency of internet use. Lightspeed Filter allows granular controls of rule sets for entire year 
groups, classes or individual students. Everything in Filter, from the categories to the features, 
has been designed for education allowing organisations to tailor students’ policies giving them 
access to the best resources availaible online without overblocking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Remote Learning — Lightspeed Filter uses patented Smart Agents to give schools the same level 
of filtering on any device and any OS remotely. Schools can also enable after school rules and 
time or location-based policies to these devices to ease restrictions accordingly.

• UK Safer Internet Centre (UKSIC) - KCSIE 
also refers to the document “UK Safer Inter-
net Centre: appropriate filtering and monitoring” 
to help schools understand the criteria for 
the best safeguarding systems. Lightspeed is 
self certified with both Appropriate Filtering 
and Appropriate Monitoring with UKSIC. We 
adapt our safeguarding solutions to the latest 
yearly definitions to ensure the most up to 
date protection for students.

Content: illegal, inappropriate or harmful content. 

Lightspeed Filter™ leverages advanced AI to 
automatically block and report on millions of 
inappropriate, harmful and unknown sites.

Contact: Harmful online interaction with others. 

Filter includes and blocks categories for Kids 
and Teens Chats as well as multiple Forum  

categories to block messaging services.

Conduct: personal behaviour that causes harm. 

Filter’s read-only mode for social media sites 
limits students ability to send any explicit or 

harmful images or messages.

Commerce: gambling, advertising, phishing, scams. 
The constantly updated Gambling, Ads and  
Security Malware categories built into Filter 
block any innapropriate commercial URL’s.

https://d1afx9quaogywf.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/Light%20Speed%20Appropriate%20Filtering%20for%20Education%20Settings%20Filtering%20Provider%20Response-%20Lightspeed%20Systems%20July%202021_0.pdf
https://d1afx9quaogywf.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/Light%20Speed%20Appropriate%20Monitoring%20for%20Schools%20Provider%20Response-%20Lightspeed%20Systems%20August%202021.pdf
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Proactive Safeguarding 

• Digital Safeguarding Leads (DSL) - The latest KCSIE guidelines state that “Every school and  
college should have a designated safeguarding lead” and that they and any deputies “are most likely 
to have a complete safeguarding picture and be the most appropriate person to advise on the response to  
safeguarding concerns.” Lightspeed Alert™ gives DSL’s real time monitoring and early-warning 
alerts for all safeguarding issues including self-harm and violence. The alerts include screenshots 
and a timeline of the event to allow easy sharing to headteachers, strategic leads or the police. 

• Serious Violence - This section of the guidance explains that “All staff should be aware of the  
indicators, which may signal children are at risk from, or are involved with serious violent crime.”  
Lightspeed Alert immediately notifies the assigned members of staff and Lightspeed’s in-house 
safety specialists who evaluate alerts and determine the urgency. This means when a student is 
searching or sharing anything related to violence staff can intervene before an incident occurs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Preventing Radicalisation - Schools and colleges are also required by KCSIE as well as the  
Prevent Duty Guidance to prevent students from being drawn into terrorism. KCSIE states that  
“Staff should use their judgement in identifying children who might be at risk of radicalisation”.  
Lightspeed works with the Home Office to periodically update the violence.extremism category 
built into Lightspeed Filter populated with web addresses that promote extremism and/or  
radicalisation. This behaviour can also be identified by Alert with notifications when students 
attempt to reach sites or type flagged words related to radicalisation or extremism.  

• Information Sharing - The guidance requires staff to “be proactive in sharing information as early as 
possible to help identify, assess, and respond to risks or concerns about childrens safety” Using Alert’s 
notification scheduling and screenshotted timelines as well as Filter’s powerful, shareable  
reports, schools can ensure that the relevant safeguarding information is shared immediately.

• Peer on Peer Abuse (child on child) - KCSIE 
refers to protection against all types of abuse 
“including cyberbullying”. Alert has real-time 
AI scanning across all educational platforms 
where students might be communicating  
including Microsoft Teams and Google  
Workspace so schools and colleges can  
identify and manage cases of cyberbullying.


